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Our default workflow in GitLab 13.12 no longer allows you to create issues, merge pull requests, or comments directly from a wiki page. Instead, you can only create them from the issue comments page or from a free-form comment field of an existing issue or a pull request. However, in this case, if your pull
request or issue was created from a comments page, the data will be copied to the pull request or issue in the review workflow. If you want to review comments or pull requests without creating an issue or a pull request, you can edit the issue or pull request to add a comment field with the content you want to
review. As a result of the deprecation, the performance reporting for file-level metrics has been moved to the Task endpoint, which is more efficient. Previously this reporting was performed on the Metrics resource. You can still use the Metrics API to retrieve the full report for your projects, but you must filter the
data yourself. With the update, an example response would be { date: "2021-03-01", value: 3 }. The first key/value (2021-03-01: 3) will be removed and replaced by the last two (date: 2021-03-01, value: 3). Support for legacy feature flags has been removed in GitLab 13.4, so they must be migrated to GitLab 14.
This means the API endpoints must be updated, we removed the FeatureFlag endpoint. The legacy flag setting is still stored in the database, so you can query it using the API and upgrade your FeatureFlags using the UI. If you have an ongoing project with a large number of legacy flags, it may be a good idea to
generate a new Feature Flag at this time and migrate your existing flags to it. Also, make sure the strategies and environments match the deleted flag.
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